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My post title was consultant in botanical pesticides, 
project Ro.DP/IND/89/128. 'J.'he purpose was to provide R•D 
base for the development of safer and newer formulations 
with qreater use of locally available raw materials and also 
in the proa>tion of bio-botanical pesticides. The duration 
of ay mi~sion was one month starting March 25,1990. 

Lectures wex-e delivered and demonstrations were performed 
concerning newer foraulations of pesticides to the scientific 
staff of Hindustan Insecticides Ltd. , Indian Aqri. Research 
Institute and to the Delegates of the Regional Workshop on 
Pesticides. 

The Workshop was relevant and very well organised. 
In general, the scientific staff at the centre is well quali
fied and the laboratory equipments are IDOdern. Closer coop
erations with local industries and academic institutions 
are needed. 
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This report was written by the Consultant - Dr. Baruch 
S.Sbasba. It deals 11ainly with the Workshop for the 
development of safer and newer formulations and with Botanical 
pesticides (selection and extraction of active principles, 
isolation of concentrate, etc. see Ann.I). 

The duration of the aission was one month st.arting March 
25,1990 with tiae spent mostly on preparation of presentations 
and attending the Workshop. 
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Except for the last few days of the mission, ay time 
was spent exclusively for the preparation and attending the 
workshop(R•D in Pesticides Formulation Technology of Hewer 
Poraulation and Quality Control, Gurgaon, April 9-21,1990). 
Altoqether I prepared one manuscript, delivered five lectures, 
gave two demonstrations on •sow to prepare a controlled release 
formulation• and chaired. a technical session including a 
group discussion led by Dr.Kewal Dhari - Annexure 2 and 
Annexure 3. 

Generally speaking, the scientific personnels at the 
Centre are very qualified and the laboratory equipments are 
modern and are as good or better than most canparable institu
tions in the U.S. 

Bee< endations: Pew points did attract my attention: 

Too many projects for a small institution without the 
sense which one should have the highest priority. And, the 
research is performed without close industry support and 
cooperation. Since the concept here is not •publish or perish• 
•then close cooperation with the industry is a aust. I tried 
to stress this point repeatedly during my lectures. Also, 
there is lack of cooperation with major research institutions 
such as Delhi University. 
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The organisers of the Workshop should be congratulated 
for a job well done. Long conversations with many delegates 
revealed that goals were oc •aplished-results of long and 
hard work. As for ayself, it was an excellent learning oppo
rtunity. 'l'he topics that were covered, in most · part were 
relevant and at level high enouqh to exclude boredom. 

:aec- ndati.ons 1 

The 'Experts' should know-long before coming here,what 
exactly i"I expected frcm them. I wrote my manuscript 
•Economics of Newer Type of Pormulations• only after arrivinq 
here. Portunately, I brought with ae larqe file of my previous 
research papers as references. 

Good verbal ~unication between Delegates and staff 
obviously is essential. Since the time is relatively short 
•.ay be more interaction would occur if delegates and experts 
reside at same location. 

All lectures should be distributed at least one day 
in 8dvance to familiarize the listners with subjects at hand. 
Since the educational and linquistic levels of the Delegates 
are unknown until after they 6rri ve, then may be by the end 
of first day - each should be asked •eow are we doing?• 
Accordinqly, some of the lectures can be fine tuned. 

Speakers should be instructed that the mission is NOT 
how much material, they are able to deliver, but, how much 
the students are able to retain. Therefore, slow clear delivery 
and repetition of iaportant points should be considered. 

Short, informal written quizes related to material tauqht 
should be distributed amonq the delegates, by the end of 
each day. Answers to the quizes will be announced and discussed 
the next day. All questions for the final will be from prior 
quizea. It should be made clear that these exercises are 
learninq t.ools and results will be kept confidentials. 

An extended contractual aqreement for at least one year 
dl:aration and for a nominal fee should be drawn between UNDP 
and Experts that will allow deleqates to receive consultation 
after the termination of t:h~ Workshop. 
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Pollowings are a list of ray lectures and demonstrations: 

Location: 
Date S 
Topic : 

Pesticid~ Development Centre 
April 2,1990. 
Encapsulation of Bioloqical • Cheai.cal 
Pesticide within starch matrices. 

Audience: Scientific &taff of the Centre. 

Location: 
Date : 
Topic : 
Audience: 

Locations 
Date S 
Topic : 
Audience: 

Location: 
D~te : 
Topic : 
Audiences 

Location: 
Date : 
Topic I 

Audience: 

Pesticide Development Centre 
April 10,1990 
Economics of newer types of fonaulations. 
Members of the Reqional Workshop. 

Pesticide Development Centre. 
April 12,1990 
Granular formulations. 
Members of the Regional Workshop. 

Pesticide Development Centre 
April 13,1990 
controlled release formulations. 
Members of the Reqional Workshop. 

Indian Agricultural Research Institute. 
April 16,1990 
Pesticides Research : Past ' present. 
Scientific staff of the Institute. 

Demonstrationss 

'l'he demonstrations were held at the Centre on April 
2 and April 12,1990. Coo~inq oil which was used as substitute 
for pesticide was encapsulated within starch using the calcium, 
borate and Miraqel procedures. The procedures were discussed 
earlier at the Workshop including -~eir advantages and 
limitations. All starch samples were sent for this purpose 
from the U.S. before my arrival. The calcium and borate pro
cedures were used for the encapsulation of chemicdl pesticides 
while the Mireqel procedure for bioloqical pesticides. 

' 
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Pollowinq each lecture and d\!l80nstration and on many 
other occasions, lonq discussions were held with -ny of 
the deleqates concernin4J theories and -inly applications 
of controlled release fonaulations. 

Bere some of the questions and s\mllarized answers: 

Q. Starch was uoed in each of the fonaulation for controlled 
release_ of pesticides you have discussed. Why? 

A. Starch is available in very large quantities in the U.S. 
at a very reasonable price especially in comparison to petro
leua products. Besides starch is biodeqradable and is fila 
fOrai.DCJ polymer. 

Q. Are we restricted to source of starch? 

A. Althouqh in our research we used mainly corn starch, 
other starch can be adopted as lonq as they are not deqraded. 

Q. Bow about other agricultural cOllllDOdities? 

A. Research has to be done for each commodity and for each 
specific use. 

Q. What are the basic differences in encapRulation of chemical 
versus biological pesticide? 

A. 'fith bioloqical pesticide such as Bacillus thurin9iensis 
(BT) we are restricted in terms of pB,temperature, salt con
centration and other factors. 

Q. can we use starch encapsula·ted BT for mosquitoes abatement? 

A. Althouqh these formulations were not yet tried for this 
purpose, •Y guess is, they have to be modified. 

Q. Any field studies has been carried out to-date? 

A. Yes, several publications are available upon request. 

Q. What triqqer the relaar.e of pesticides? 

A. By physical means the active inqredient is released due 
to moisture and by biccheraical means d'Je to amylase type 
enzymes,abundant in soil. 

Q. Can t.:1e formulations be modified to change t.he rate of 
release of active in~re~ient? 

A. Yes, some of the procedures to modify the rate of release 
were described in the artic~6S you have received. 
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Q. can we llllke aprayable controlled release formulation 

usinq starch. 

A. Yes, it was accomplished for both bioloqical and chemi
cal pesticides. Due to tiae liaitationa, the technoloqies 
were not presented in my lecture. 

4 
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Alcohol extracts of leaves collected by B.C.Mandal from 
West Ben9al revealed petent activities aqainat mosquitoes 
larves 8llODCJ other insecticidal activities. The research 
which was carried out for the last 6 months was confined 
almost exclusively to laboratory trials. Dr.Y.P.Ramdev, 
Bntomoloqist and Dr.R.R.Bhatesbwar (Manaqer, Product Develop
llellt) ~e supervisors and cooperators in this project. several 
11eetinqs with the scientists involved were held. 

Reem n&ltioaa 

'l'be adainistrative Officer of the centre 
and Dr .K.Dbari) should be .ade aware that this 
project with ainillma duration of 1-3 years and 
their approval and support. 

(Dr.S.P.Dhua 
is a pioneer 
be asked for 

Next, the plant has to be identified botanically to 
find out if other •r•bers of the same family or same Genus 
contain same or similar active inqredient and at what level. 
scientific literature such as Chemical Abstract, Bioloqical 
Abstract besides computer search has to be initiated to find 
out what is already been reported. Lar9e quantities(200-300 
kgs) of the plants containing hi9hest amount of active inqre
dient should be thoroughly washed, dried and stored at 5 
degree c. If it is feasible, the plants will be freeze-dried 
to prevent degradation of active in9redient. Lar9e supply 
of atartiDCJ aaterial is important for reproducibility of 
results. 

Extraction will be carried out with three 
solvents at roe. and at boiling temperatures of the 
The plants as fine powder are not discarded 
extractions but tested for residual activities. 'l'he 
ares water, ethanol and carbon tetrachloride. 

types of 
solvents. 

followed 
solvents 

'l'he solvents of extracts will be evaporated and residues 
will be weighed and teated for insecticidal activities. 
Attempts will be made to purify a sample for structural 
analysis. Purification will oe performed by differential 
extractions, absorption,desorption,thin layer and column 

• chrcmatoqraphic techniques. Structural analysis will be 
carEied out using established procedure such as UV, IR, RMR 
and Maes spectra analysis. 

At later stage - if the project seems to have an economic 
potential,then use patents should be filed and confidential 
cooperative aqreeJaents should be signed with interested 
industries and academic institutions. 
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Annex I 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

Post tide 

Duration 

Date required 

Duty sution 

Purpose of oroject 

Duties 

JOB O~SC"l~TION 
DP/IND/89/128/11-51 

Consultant in botanical pesticides 

1.0 m/m 

As soon as possible 

New Delhi with travel to Gurgaon (India) 

Tv provide a R&D base for the development of safer and newer 
formulations with greater use of lo~ally available raw materials 
and also in the promotion of bio-botanical pesticides. 

The consultant, in collaboration with the project authorities, 
is expected to advise: 

on the selection and extraction of activeprinciples from 
botanical source~; 

on the isolation of concentr~tes and the type of species 
to be tested; 

on the type of mixtures (with synthetic pesticides) that 
could be used; 

on the laboratory facilities and analytical work that are 
needed to carry out screening of botanical pesticides; 

on the type of collab~ration they can have with other 
institutions e.g. Reg~onal Res~arch Lab. Hyd~rabad; 

on concentrating efforts to commercialize botanical 
pesticid~s. 

He is also expected to give lectures on botanical pesticides, if 
necessary, and visit other laboratories. At the end of the miss
ion he will submit a report based on his findings and recommend
ations. . 

~ • ~ • I 

:, Aophcat1o~s 1nd commun1c1tions reg,,d1~ ttus Job Oescript1an should ~ h .,, to: 
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An organic chemist or applied botanist (Ph.D) with extensive 
experience in the field of natural products,~xploring their 
potential for biological activity especially as botanical pesti
cides. He must have done original work as reflected from his 
publications. Experience in connercializing botanical pesticides 
would be an added advantage. 
English 

Background information Pesticide Development Centre India is the tirst institution in 
the country to deal with the aspects related to R&D in pesticide 
formulations to promote the newer and safer formulations and 
also in using locally available raw materials. In addition, the 
Centre looks into the development of bic-and botanical pesticides 
with a view to commercializing promising compounds (already 
known). In India and elsewhere voluminous work has been done on 
botanica~but very little in the way of applied work taking to 
commerci.al outlets. This is one of the aims of the Centre and 
UNDP/UNIDO is providing technical assistance in achieving this 
goal. 

• 




